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“Hoiset” was right there on the Trondheim map, not quite the right spelling but close 
enough. Imagine my excitement, seeing my mom’s maiden name, Hoiseth, on a city 
map from her family’s native country, Norway.  

A newly discovered second cousin, Merlin Hoiseth, had visited Norway in 2017, 
searching for ancestral roots, and had generously shared this map. His penciled-in 
arrows pointing to “Hoiset” reinforced my belief that I would soon be on family 
ground during our three-day Trondheim stay.  

With the help of our rental car GPS (what did people  DO before its invention?) and 
some helpful English-speaking Norwegian pedestrians we asked for directions, we 
located the correct neighborhood near Dragvoll University. Across the street from the 
university were two small, older cottages among fields and trees that seemed out of 
place in the sleek city surroundings.  

Bruce saw the name on the corner of the second house: “HOYSET.” We gathered our 
courage and I knocked on the door, family tree printout in hand. A small, elderly 
woman hesitantly answered the door and listened to my introduction: “My cousin 
Merlin Hoiseth visited here and told us about this home, and I came to learn more 
about my family’s home place.” 

The woman’s expression softened at the mention of Merlin, a charming Texan. She 
introduced herself as Gunhild and invited us in. It was a misty, cool September day, 
and we were happy to accept. Gunhild soon told us that her “Hoyset” place wasn’t the 
one we were looking for. Somehow I had missed that bit of information from Merlin in 
our shared emails and his brief 2017 visit in Poulsbo.  

But all was not lost. Gunhild was the first of several “angels” to help Bruce and me 
during our European Roots Tour to Norway, to be followed by 6 days in Bruce’s 
Donegal, Ireland. In Gunhild’s cozy home, over homemade apple crisp a la mode and 
tea, she told us that our Hoiseth ancestors had lived south of Trondheim in the 
Gaudalen Valley. We should go to Melhus, the county seat, where we could learn 
more and possibly visit the correct ancestral places. 

Then I remembered more that Patt, another Hoiseth cousin, had shared. Patt said that 
the Hoiseths were the most stable of our Norwegian ancestors, living and farming in 



the rich, wide Gaudalen Valley since the 1500’s. Patt does her research online, 
sometimes translating Norwegian “bygdebooks” that record histories of area farms 
and their owners.  

The next day, Monday, Bruce and I drove about 20 miles to Melhus, where we visited 
the county government building and then the public library (“bibliotek”), looking for 
more clues to our farm locations.  

At the county building a young woman gave me the name and contact information 
for a Lars Hoiseth; when I called him he spoke no English and I decided that was a 
dead end. After all, all our Hoiseths had come to the United States in the 1870’s, and 
he or his ancestors may have lived in the right place, but he wouldn’t be related to 
me; people traditionally took the name of farm they lived on. 

The cheery modern bibliotek turned out to be a resource gold mine. Oddrun 
Duesten, the friendly librarian, listened to our request and led us to the local history 
room. It was small but filled with bygdebooks and other literature outlining the history 
of the area, including our ancestral locations—paydirt! Bruce and I scanned some 
books, found pages to copy, and offered to pay for the Xerox copies. Oddrun refused 
payment—”I love to do this, and you came so far!”  

It was lunchtime, and Oddrun suggested a nearby restaurant where Bruce and I ate 
lunch--couscous salad and a latte for me. Maybe the information we had was enough? 
Then I remembered reading a morning email from Jenni, our only offspring 
interested in her Norwegian roots. She had said, “I hope you can find the farms our 
family lived on.”  

That was the push I needed to return to the library. Oddrun wasn’t there, but another 
librarian aware of Oddrun’s work with us considered my request: “My cousin visited 
this area and said there’s a woman named Hilda By who helped him go to the family 
farms. I was wondering if we could reach her.”  

“Yes, I know Hilda. I will call her.” After a short conversation in Norwegian, the librarian 
covered the mouthpiece and said “Hilda is not feeling well.”  

“Oh, I’m sorry. Thank you anyway.” I was disappointed, but at least I’d tried!  

More phone conversation ensued. “Hilda says she will meet you in the parking lot of 
the OXO Express store 10 km. south of here, by the highway. She will wave a 
Norwegian flag out the car window.” Another angel to the rescue. 



After a short drive we found the shopping center as described and a Norwegian flag 
waving out an open car window. Bruce pulled up behind, we met Hilda and her 
husband Sven, and we shared an instant connection. Hilda invited us to climb into the 
car and go with them to visit our family farms.  

A few minutes later we arrived at the Hoiseth farm. There were two houses, one old 
and the other new. A large barn stood to one side, perpendicular to the newer home. 
This is the farm that gave our family its name, Hoiseth. My great grandfather Iver 
Ingbrigtson Hoiseth and his wife Serri Loberg Hoiseth had farmed here before selling 
it in 1870 to emigrate to the United States. In the U.S. they homesteaded in South 
Dakota, where my grandfather John Iver Hoiseth was born in 1877. (John married my 
maternal grandmother, Johanna “Jennie” Skillingstad in 1911 in South Dakota, and 
these two offspring of Norwegian immigrants soon moved to Wisconsin to farm and 
raise their family.) The original Norway Hoiseth farmhouse burned down in 1937 and 
the older of the two standing homes, now abandoned, was built in the 1940’s. This is 
where my phone contact, Lars Hoiseth, lives.  

We continued on to three more farms: Roskroft (the family name before Hoiseth), 
Grinni/Grinde, and Loberg (where Serri’s family lived). Pride of ownership showed in 
all these places, with acres of green fields, large well-kept homes and outbuildings, 
including a huge barn at each location. Some farms had livestock as well as field 
crops. At two farms Hilda visited with the present owners who work the farm and also 
have “city” jobs. It seems that farming, even on a successful farm in a fertile area, 
doesn’t provide all the income needed in expensive Norway. 

We stopped briefly at the large Lutheran church where Hilda informed me that Iver 
Ingbrigtson and Serri Loberg were married. I wondered how many of my relatives 
were buried in its graveyard, but didn’t have time to answer that question. 

The whirlwind tour of my mom’s ancestral homes complete, Sven and Hilda returned 
us to our car. I asked if there was a way to thank them--a bottle of wine, a box of 
chocolates? “Oh no, I do this because I love to,” Hilda said. We shared email 
addresses, hugged, and then Bruce and I traveled back to our Airbnb apartment in 
Trondheim. It was our last night there before our train ride to Oslo. We left Trondheim 
with photos, memories, and the warm glow of being in a special 
place with kind and caring people.  

I wonder if genetic memory is real. It seems to be. On this trip I felt so connected to 
the beautiful land and its people. In 1938 my widowed Grandma Hoiseth and her four 



young adult Norwegian-American children uprooted themselves from their home in 
rural Wisconsin for far away Willamette Valley in Oregon, a wide-open river valley with 
mountains on both sides and deep, fertile soil. Did the Willamette Valley remind them 
of a land they’d never seen but that resided in their unconscious memory?  

After this trip to explore our Norwegian roots, I believe it is entirely possible. 
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